NOW AVAILABLE  Gale Directory of Databases is a one-stop source for information on databases, database products, online services and database vendors and distributors. The most comprehensive resource of its kind, Gale Directory of Databases is an essential reference for information professionals, librarians and researchers seeking authoritative information on electronic publishing and products. Covering more than 20,000 databases and related products in all subject areas worldwide (in English as well as other languages), Gale Directory of Databases provides detailed, up-to-date information on publicly available products accessible through an online vendor or batch processor, or available for direct lease, license or purchase. Multiple editions are available by standing order, ensuring access to the most up-to-date information as well as historical data. Database listings include content and subject coverage; type; language; time span; update frequency; geographic coverage; producer contact information; and vendor availability. Producer and vendor entries feature full contact information, including address, phone, fax, Web site URL and e-mail addresses; former names; branch office locations; and a list of available databases and products. For online vendors (or hosts), entries cover conditions of access, networks used and gateway access. For portable vendors, entries include a list of distributors.

Real-world users might include:
- Business analysts can quickly locate databases that include information on Australian companies and industries
- Business researchers can locate online services that include the Who Owns Whom database
- Information professionals can quickly identify the third-party distributors or the producer name and contact information for particular databases
- Librarians can easily identify which database products are available as WILSONDISC products
- And many others

Please contact your Gale Representative.
In the U.S. and Canada: 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.gale.com/DirectoryLibrary.
Outside the U.S. and Canada: Visit www.gale.com/world for a list of Distributors and Sales Offices.